
Fruitables® Celebrates The Fun Side of
Healthy in Your Dog’s Bowl

Nationwide media tour featuring Stacie Billis conducted to
address pet obesity using low-calorie pumpkin as a fortified
pet food treat.
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A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/Ccg5OIMqwNw

Nationwide media tour featuring Stacie Billis conducted to address pet obesity using

low-calorie pumpkin as a fortified pet food treat.

A healthy diet is fundamental to a fit and happy dog.

According to the Association for Pet Obesity Prevention, deciding what you feed your

pet may be the most important thing you do for them. By choosing what they eat, pet

owners can help their pet live life to the fullest by maintaining a healthy weight.

So, what is the first step to setting your beloved pooch on the road to a healthy diet?

Have you thought about pumpkin?
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It’s fall, and pumpkin is everywhere. While you’re grabbing your pumpkin coffee, share a

pumpkin treat with your dog! Pumpkin is a healthy and delicious treat for dogs.

By choosing healthy treats like Fruitables , you can help your pet live life to the fullest by

maintaining a healthy weight. Many Fruitables treats feature pumpkin, like Pumpkin &

Blueberry baked treats and Pumpkin Spice Skinny Minis .

The Fruitables line of healthy dog treats was inspired by the weight-loss and digestive-

health properties of pumpkin, which is a staple ingredient in many Fruitables treats.

Learn more about Fruitables, visit Fruitablespet.com/blog or follow on Facebook or

Instagram at @fruitablespettreats.

To purchase Fruitables online or to find a retailer near you, please visit

https://fruitablespet.com/store-locator.

 

About Fruitables: 

Fruitables  was created by people with a passion for innovation and advanced nutrition,

with a primary focus on harvest-fresh ingredients. Founded in 2008, the Fruitables brand

relies on advanced nutrition that uses fruits and vegetables to balance taste, calorie

control and gratification for a treat dogs will enjoy. Fruitables is a proud part of Manna

Pro, a recognized leader in pet care and nutrition with well-established brands in the

companion pet, backyard chicken, equine and small animal categories. For more

information about Fruitables, visit https://fruitablespet.com/.

About YourUpdateTV:

 YourUpdateTV is a social media video portal for organizations to share their content . It includes

separate channels for Health and Wellness, Lifestyle, Media and Entertainment, Money and

Finance, Social Responsibility, Sports and Technology.
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